WWF QUIZ, 2016 – CITY FINALS

WWF- India’s Wild Wisdom Quiz-2016 – City level was organized on 30\textsuperscript{th} August in the premises of Royal Global School in the Royal D Colosseum. The chief guests of the occasion were Mr. Narayan Mahanta (Forest Officer), Mr. Ranjit Chowdhary and Mr. Kashinath Hazarika (WWF Advisors). Mr. Abhra Das, the Quizmaster (President of Quiz Association) maintained the interest of children and audience by asking variety of questions related to theme “Evolution and Biodiversity”. It was organized at two levels- Primary level (III to V) and Middle level (VI to VIII). The participants were from 47 schools from Assam, Meghalaya and Arunachal Pradesh. Top five teams were selected from each level which went on to stage finals.

Sudhanshu Barkakati (IV) and Yohein Wahengbam (V) from Primary level and Leon K. Loyi (Class VIII) and Sohail Kazi (VIII) from Middle level, who were the finalists of WWF Quiz (School level) represented the team from Royal Global School.

The main attraction of the WWF Quiz 2016 was a ‘Poster Competition’ in which students were given an opportunity to explore their creative abilities and depict how conservation action by us can make earth recover from its current status. The poster made by Olivia Nath (XI E) was adjudged among the best five entries.